Seniors’ Centre Without Walls Program
Guide for
October 2020
A seniors’ centre from the comfort of home
WHAT IS IT?



Completely FREE telephone-based
seniors’ activity program
Programs are multi-person phone
Conversations





No special equipment required, any
phone will do. Participant’s call into the
program to a dedicated line
Each session averages 10-12 people

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
Seniors 55+ and a member of Seniors
Outreach Services

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?


Creates Community and friendships



Removes barriers and relieves Isolation

For more information or to
Register:
613-354-6668 ext. 110 or
613-309-9312
kim@lasos.ca or sabrina@lasos.ca
www. lasos.ca

COORDINATOR’S CORNER
Hello everyone!
We are excited that we are entering into our second month of SCWW programming. We have added more fun and interactive activities for everyone to try.
Old man winter is just around the corner. The drop in temperature makes us
feel like its coming faster then we would like. If you don’t feel like venturing out
to the centre in the cold weather, you can still connect and have fun through the
“Senior Centre without Walls”
We initially had some technical challenges when connecting but these little
quirks have been resolved, we thank you for your patience. We have also added
another SCWW information session for any new members. Give it a try, it’s
easy, no commitment, you only need to be an SOS member! We would love to
connect with you.
Stay Healthy and Take Care
Sabrina Charlton
SCWW Co-ordinator

STEPS TO CONNECT TO A PROGRAM
1) 5 minutes prior to start of session, dial the dedicated
number provided upon registration.
1) Once you have been connected to the session, state your name
and wait for others to join.
3) Please DO NOT place your phone on MUTE as instructed or we will
not be able to hear when you have entered the conference
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FUN, GAMES & REGULAR PROGRAMS
Getting to know you

Make new friends by getting to know them.
Find out what some of our likes and dislikes
are, what we like to do in our spare time,
what our favourite foods are and much more
in a fun an interactive atmosphere.

Family Feud
In Family Feud style, questions are gathered
with multiple answers from the 100 people
surveyed. Participants work as one team to
determine the most poplar answers for each
question. The facilitator will ask the question
and then go through the list of participants
one at a time, asking them for one of the
answers. Depending on the group size,
participants could be called on again.

Way with Words

Test your vocabulary and stretch your mind
with 30 minutes of word games! These
games will include rhyming words, or finding
answers that begin, end or contain particular
sets of letters.

Finish the Line
Help fill in the blanks of famous quotes,
expressions, song lyrics, movie titles and
many more categories!

Fun Facts

Explore and discover new and unusual facts
from geography, to history, to interesting
people and much more. Listen, learn and
share!

Categories
Name a type of flower, a hockey team, a
brand of cereal! Work together as a group to
see how many items in a category you can
name!

Canadian Trivia

Love trivia? Love Canada? Put them both
together for a half hour of fun! .

Fact or Fiction

Think you can tell the difference between fact
and fiction? What you think you know and the
truth may surprise you!

Card Bingo

All you need is a deck of cards… Join others
in playing this fun and interactive game. See
who can turn over 5 to 10 cards first!

Gratitude Jar

Let’s all share what we’re grateful for. Join in
on the conversation! We have a box full of
fun, unique, and offbeat questions to start
interesting and memorable conversations!

5 Short Mysteries
Listen to a 5 minute mystery story and see if
you can guess the solution or answer to the
question they pose.

Fill in the Blanks

Weather it be movies, music, poetry. Test
your memory recall and complete the
sentence

Would you Rather…..

Discover a little more about yourself and
have fun with others by sharing your likes &
dislikes

Buzz Words

An interactive game that will buzz your brain.
The facilitator will read out the Buzzword.
You will have to solve 10 clues and all of your
answers must contain the buzzword
provided. It’s an exciting and additive game.
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FUN, GAMES, REGULAR PROGRAMS &
Fitness
Sing-a-Long

Do you like to sing? doesn't matter how.
Music resonates with everyone, join us for
some uplifting, feel good music. We can also
take request

The benefits of Yoga—The mind &
Body Connection with Molly

Yoga is simply a state of consciousness. We
will focus on two key aspects, the physical
practice (asanas) and breath
(pranayama). We use a series of postures
woven together with breath to help develop a
Who, What ,Where...
We have a list of clues pertaining to a person, higher level of awareness of the mind - body
connection. Regular yoga practice helps
place or thing—work as a group to figure out
develop body awareness, balance, strength,
the answer.
joint mobility, and flexibility. Yoga increases
energy flow and eases pain. Over time we
Table Topics
learn to breathe slower and deeper. Yoga
Join in on the conversation! We have a list full helps to restore and rejuvenate the mind and
of fun, unique, and offbeat questions to start
body and it brings peace and harmony to our
interesting and memorable conversations!
lives.

Name That Tune

Test your musical knowledge as we guess the Chair Yoga with Molly –Mondays
song title and artist of these mysterious
Molly is new to our SOS family and a
melodies!
returning Napanee resident from BC where
she was a certified yoga instructor at a
seniors centre. Molly will run through the
Did You Know
Fun & Interesting facts from around the world. yoga session via the telephone. The program
focuses on meaningful breathing, gentle
poses and movements all from a sturdy chair.

Discussion Group

Join this monthly group where we will have a
theme for discussion each session chosen
from participant suggestions. Share ideas
and learn new perspectives from each other.

Chair Yoga with WendyWednesdays

Wendy has been a certified yoga instructor
with SOS for several years. Join her via
phone where she will to guide you through
your yoga journey.
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Presentations & Special Events
What is L&A SOS-Seniors’ Centre
Without Walls (SCWW)

Whether you are brand-new to the program,
or have been with us for a while, Sabrina,
SCWW Coordinator, will be sharing what
SCWW is all about, how to connect into the
programs and answer any questions you may
have to ensure that everyone is able get the
most out of what SCWW

National Seniors Day!

Philips Lifeline Medical Alert
System with Regional coordinator,
Marilyn Carson
Looking for Peace of Mind Knowing Your Loved
Ones Are Safe? Trust Philips Lifeline to be
there when you need it. Feel safe knowing
that help is available whether you are at
home or on the go

Scams & Fraud with OPP Shannon
Cork

Join us as we celebrate you! We are honouring seniors from our community and across
the world by looking at their accomplishments Arm yourself with important updates from
OPP Shannon Cork on the creative ways
and contributions—past and present.
individual are trying to access our personal or
banking information.
Canadian Ghost Stories
Canada is full of eerie and strange events,
places and stories. Join us as we celebrate
Halloween with some good old fashion
Canadian ghost stories.

Boosting your Immune system
with Tricia Cammaart

During these uncertain times are health can
be significantly impacted. Learn healthy ways
Recipe Exchange
to boost your immune system to stay healthy
Do you have a new or special recipe? What is and happy. Join Tricia Cammaart, Holistic
your favourite Thanksgiving dish & Tradition. Nutritionist as she shares her tips on how to
optimize your immune system! She will be
Share with the group and learn new ones at
diving into diet, supplements, and herbs that
the same time!
can help support your immune system.

Fire Prevention with Napanee’s
Kevin Duncan

October is Fire prevention month. Let Assist.
Chief Duncan remind you of what are best
practice fire safety.

(Always consult your doctor before taking
any herbs or supplements as they may
have contraindications with other
prescriptions or over the counter
medications)
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